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About This Game

The Poisoner (Demo) is a VR escape room you've never seen before!

Immerse yourself in a dark atmospheric thriller. You with your friend are police detectives on the trail of a dangerous criminal.

Original puzzles and dark atmosphere, a mysterious criminal who is going to catch you and leave in his house forever. This is
the start of a big detective story to come soon.

Key features:
• Fully interactive environment

• Telekinesis - use it to grab things
• Watch the hints on your smartwatch, they are helpful

Solve logic puzzles using your intuition and be ready for an adrenaline rush.

This version of the game has only one location, the basement. The dangerous criminal caught you and put there. So, you need to
get out of there as soon as possible. Try to find the secret code for escape and avoid the effect of poisoning.
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yes when i went to play the hands were not there i hope they fix it the hands were in one place not able to move but i think the
game will be alsome if you can move and play but looks great. It's cool, but too short at this point. I finished it in 10 min and 4
min of it was just looking around becouse the graphic and the atmosphere is really good. :). An Escape Room title with slick
detailed graphics, in a scene reminiscent of the movie Se7en. You are a cop held captive by a serial killer and obviously, you've
gotta get outta there! It's atmospheric and unsettling!

All the puzzles made sense, bar one for me and I can't say which and spoil it, but I think you'll know when you get there. I'm no
brainiac but I made it out in 30mins and could've done better had I found something in the dark sooner - that's not a spoiler - it's
DARK in there.

Mechanically, you use teleport which is fine, and telekinesis to grab things which can go a little awry as unwanted objects snap
to your hands. There are clues on a watch you wear if you get stuck and when asked to tap the watch I could only reach it on the
underside of my wrist - apart from that it works. All in all, it freaked me out, but the puzzles although logical, were a bit too
easy.. Short, but very well made. The only small annoyance I encountered was that when trying to press the in-game index finger
on the wristwatch, my Vive controller "halo" hits the other Vive controller, so I had to hold them in an awkward way to make
that work.. Seems pretty good so far. This game looks great, had a nice tension about it and the puzzles were of the "I'll use a
hint" followed by "I could have worked this out" variety.

I'd buy a full game of this is the Devs enhanced the environment physics, ie a chain hanging from the roof that your hand just
passes through rather than starts swinging doesn't really cut it anymore in VR. And the frustration of the watch mechanic not
working because it's misaligned with your actual wrist is infuriating.

These are points that are probably being fixed, and if they are this opening level was sufficiently impressive to make me
intruiged about a full version with more locations and an evolving story.
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